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Abstract: Doctoral students face many challenges when writing research articles. However,
little is known about how they regulate their writing process in a natural context, due
partially to the lack of methods to explore writing regulation from a situated perspective.
The present study aims at demonstrating a method to explore doctoral students’ writing
regulation processes within their context of occurrence in ecological conditions. To do so,
we focus on the writing process of Natalia, a second-year doctoral student, while she writes
and revises an extended abstract for her first scientific article under natural conditions.
Screen-recorder and keystroke logging software, writing logs, an open-ended questionnaire
and drafts of her text were used to collect data about the processes and products, and about
both her actions and perceptions. Analysis combining these different data allowed us to
identify two types of episodes: production and regulation episodes, and six subtypes of
regulation episodes, and link them to the section of the text and the challenges the writer
addressed with each episode. Results also showed that regulation processes vary between
sessions, in terms of frequency and in their goals, and that feedback promoted a problemsolving approach to writing.
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1. Introduction
Writing research articles (RAs) poses all kinds of challenges to doctoral students.
Some of them are related to the need to learn a new genre and the disciplinary
discourse (Simpson, 2009; Swales & Feak, 2004), such as the organization of
information and the use of terminology and concepts. Others concern the
management of the recursivity and complexity of the cognitive processes involved
in writing (Castelló, Iñesta, & Corcelles, 2013; Lonka, et al., 2014) or the development
of their voice and identity as authors and researchers (Castelló & Iñesta, 2012; Chang
& Schleppegrell, 2016; Maher, et al., 2008; Paré, 2011; Pedrazzini, Bautista, Scheuer,
& Monereo, 2014). Finally, obtaining and managing support and feedback from
supervisors and other researchers are also potential sources of challenge
(Aitchison, Catterall, Ross, & Burgin, 2012; Caffarella & Barnett, 2000; Cotterall, 2013).
These challenges not only affect the design and planning of RAs but also have a
significant impact on the writing process at different textual levels, from word level
to the whole text, and require doctoral students to regulate their activity to try to
overcome them and succeed in their writing objectives.
We define writing regulation as a highly recursive and dynamic socially situated
activity that takes places at all textual levels and throughout the writing process
(Ferrari, Bouffard, & Rainville, 1998; Hadwin & Oshige, 2011; van den Bergh,
Rijlaarsdam, & van Steendam, 2016). It is composed of explicit decision-making
processes, but also implicit adjustments (Iñesta & Castelló, 2012). Research on
doctoral writing, although extensive, has mainly relied on writers’ self-reports to
identify doctoral students’ challenges and strategies (Lindsay, 2017; Lonka, et al.,
2014; Odena & Burgess, 2017; Wisker, 2015) and to develop pedagogies to support
them (Caffarella & Barnett, 2000; Cotos, Huffman, & Link, 2020; González-Ocampo
& Castelló, 2018; Maher, et al., 2008; Papen & Thériault, 2018; Pedrazzini, et al., 2014,
among others). Less attention has been paid to doctoral students’ writing regulation
(Sala-Bubaré & Castelló, 2018). More specifically, there is a lack of studies exploring
these issues from a micro perspective, that is, observing doctoral students’ writing
processes synchronously.
In other writing research contexts, studies show the great potential
synchronous data collection tools can have in accessing and capturing the
complexity of the writing regulation processes (Baaijen, Galbraith, & de Glopper,
2012; Franklin & Hermsen, 2014; Leijten & van Waes, 2013; Sullivan & Lindgren, 2006;
van den Bergh & Rijlaarsdam, 2001; van den Bergh, et al., 2016). Of particular interest
for the present study is the keystroke logging method, as it ‘provides an unobtrusive
record of the moment-by-moment creation of the text’ (Baaijen, et al., 2012). In
particular, it preserves the natural settings and conditions in which doctoral
students normally write, in contrast of other synchronous data collection methods
such as think-aloud protocols and double tasks (Leijten & van Waes, 2013).
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Keystroke logging has been used in writing research for over three decades (Miller
& Sullivan, 2006) to uncover the complex cognitive processes underlying writers’
behaviour. Pauses and revisions during the writing process have been used to infer
different components and aspects, such as planning and revising, which have been
also linked to cognitive load and text quality (Dragsted & Carl, 2013; van Waes, &
Schellens, 2003). These methods have been used to assess relationships between
components, inter- and intra-individual (e.g. L1 vs L2) differences, writing
development, writing difficulties and professional writing (Leijten & van Waes,
2013). In recent years, they have also been employed in education to promote
students’ awareness about their writing processes (Lindgren, Knospe, & Sullivan,
2019). Keystroke studies have focused on a wide variety of writers too, from young
primary students (Gnach, Wiesner, Bertschi-Kaufmann, & Perrin, 2007) to elder
people (Van Waes, Leijten, Mariën, & Engelborghs, 2017), mostly through
experimental designs (Lindgren, et al., 2019; Sala-Bubaré & Castelló, 2018). Overall,
these studies have enabled researchers and theorists to revise and expand the
models of writing (Lindgren, et al., 2019; MacArthur & Graham, 2016).
Nevertheless, the interpretation of keystroke loggings is not unproblematic and
requires varying degrees of inference, as they only provide indirect information
about writers’ cognitive processes (Baaijen & Galbraith, 2018; Miller, Lindgren, &
Sullivan, 2008; Wengelin, et al., 2009). Hence, there is a need to combine keystroke
logging with other measures and instruments (Baaijen & Galbraith, 2018; Wengelin,
et al., 2009). Keystroke studies, both alone and in combination with other
observational techniques such as eye-tracking devices and think-aloud protocols
(Leijten & van Waes, 2013), have advanced knowledge about the type of processes
involved in writing. However, most of them draw on cognitive perspectives, which
focus on the frequency, duration and distribution of writing behaviour, but do not
account for the situation (e.g. the communicative situation characteristics, authors’
aims, the text and its content or semiotic tools) in which writing processes take
place. In particular, they cannot explain how these situated writing characteristics
impact on highly context-dependent writing regulation processes (Sala-Bubaré &
Castelló, 2018).
Drawing on a socially situated perspective, Iñesta & Castelló (2012) developed a
unit of analysis called Regulation Episode (RE) aimed at characterising and analysing
writing processes as a complex, dynamic, situated and social activity. The authors
define the regulation episode as the actions that writers implement to solve a
difficulty or challenge identified during the writing process. It addresses the
complex, recursive and socially situated nature of the regulation processes (Hadwin
& Oshige, 2011; Negretti & Mežek, 2019) while maintaining the focus on the
problem-solving process (Flower & Hayes, 1981). In their analysis of the writing
process of two experienced academics, Iñesta & Castelló (2012) found that
Regulation Episodes helped identify patterns in the writing activity. In particular,
they enabled researchers to characterise the recursivity of the writing processes
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and to unveil implicit challenges the authors encountered, most of which were
related to authors’ voice and the social dimension of academic writing.
The present study aims at demonstrating a method to explore doctoral students’
writing regulation processes within their context of occurrence and in ecological
conditions. We adapted the Regulation Episode (Iñesta & Castelló, 2012) to analyse
writing regulation processes using keystroke logging in combination with other
unobtrusive data collection methods. More specifically, we employed video
recordings of participant’s computer screen, a questionnaire about writing, writing
logs and audio recordings of the discussion about the first draft, and the two drafts
of the text. This methodology allowed us to explore an authentic text and preserve
the ecological conditions of doctoral writing.
We demonstrate how we explored the micro-regulation processes of a doctoral
student while she wrote the initial drafts of her first research article, and whether
and how these processes are influenced by text discussion and feedback in the
context of a writing workshop.

2. Context: Academic writing course
The study took place in an elective academic writing workshop offered to all
second- and third-year doctoral students in a Social Sciences faculty of a Catalan
university. The aim of the workshop was twofold: to promote PhD students’
understanding of the characteristics of the RA genre and develop new strategies to
manage their writing processes1 and help them write their first research article. To
enrol on the course, doctoral students were required to have analysed the data for
the article they wanted to write in the workshop. Six doctoral students enrolled on
the course. They met fortnightly in eight three-hour sessions.
The workshop was structured around the writing of their first research article,
the only writing task participants completed during the workshop (with the
exception of the writing logs). This was an authentic task, as it is a requirement for
doctoral students to finish their PhD studies. They have - and want - to write and
publish an article. Participants write, revise and discuss texts and the writing process
in class with the instructors and peers. They start by writing an extended abstract of
the article and revise and extend their text throughout the eight sessions of the
workshop with the help of their peers and instructors. The use of extended abstract
as initial drafts of their paper has proved useful in previous editions of the
workshop as, since it had to comprise all the sections of a paper, it served as an
outline of the article they wanted to write. Moreover, it prompts writers to keep a
global, integrated view of their text and allows for discussion about the coherence
of, and relationship between, the different parts of a research article.
More specifically, in the first session of the workshop, after a brief
presentation of the objectives and syllabus of the course, participants were asked
to write the extended abstract (around 1,000 words). In the next workshop session,
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peers and workshop facilitators commented on all participants’ first drafts in an
open discussion, and then they revised their text based on the feedback they
received.
This writing-feedback-revision cycle was done three times throughout the
workshop. Due to the complexity of the methodological apparatus and the amount
of data collected, both described below, the present study focuses on the writing
processes of one doctoral student, Natalia, in the first of one such writing-feedbackrevision cycle.

3. Method
We designed an exploratory mixed-method case study, which allowed us to get a
deeper understanding of a doctoral student’s writing regulation processes under
ecological conditions: a research setting without time restrictions and interruptions
and in which they had access to all the resources they would normally use (e.g.,
computer, academic articles, internet…). Doctoral researchers work and write in a
variety of sites (McAlpine & Mitra, 2015), such as labs, home and libraries. The
setting for this study resembles the kind of setting of writing retreats: participants
writing their individual papers together in a room for a given time (see, for instance,
Murray & Newton, 2009).
Moreover, the study was designed to use multiple methods and data of different
nature. We collected data about both the writing process and its products, and
about both the participant’s actions and perceptions about these actions, which
allowed us to get a contrasted and comprehensive understanding. We used the four
methods described by Hyland (2016): elicitation (initial questionnaire and group
discussion about the feedback), introspection (authors' writing logs), observation
(keystroke logging and screen-recorder software), and text data (drafts).

3.1

The writer: Natalia

Natalia2 was a 26 years-old full-time doctoral student enrolled in the second year of
the doctorate in education. According to her responses on the initial questionnaire3, she liked writing and saw herself as a writer and a researcher-member of a
research group. She anticipated difficulties in ‘improvising’ and using her own
words, as she did in her personal writing, due to feelings of insecurity. Her motives
to write a research article related to fulfilling the requirement of the doctoral
program, but also to disseminate her research and learn how to write better articles.
She was oriented towards an academic career.
She had not published a research paper before, although she had presented partial
results of her studies in conferences, and therefore, she had some partial texts of
the article she wanted to write. Natalia saw writing as essential in the research
process, but only related to the products and communication of results. At the time
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of the data collection, she still had not started thinking about which journal she
would submit her article. She gave her consent to participate in the study.

3.2

Data sources

Various instruments and procedures were used to capture both the writing
processes and products, and Natalia’s perceptions and actions. The resulting data
sources were:


Initial questionnaire “Certainties and doubts” (adapted from Castelló, et al.,
2013): fourteen open-ended questions exploring her perceptions and feelings
about academic writing and RA, and of herself as a research writer (see Appendix
A).



Pre- and post-writing log: semi-structured questions about the objectives and
expectations about each session (pre-); and about the problems faced, the
attempted solutions, the resources used and the level of satisfaction with their
work at the end of each session (post-) (see Appendix B).



‘Inputlog’ (Leijten & van Waes, 2013): Inputlog is a keystroke logging piece of
software used in writing research to capture keystrokes and mouse movement.
It is a non-intrusive instrument that allows writers to work in a Microsoft Word
processor, starting either with a new or a pre-existing document. Inputlog
collects fine-grained data about all the key and mouse actions, as well as the
shifts between windows (e.g. browser, computer folders, etc.). It also features
other modules and options to refine, analyse and integrate data.



Screen recorder ‘SnagIt’® (Techsmith Corporation ®, Techsmith, n.d.): Snagit is a
screen capture and video recording piece of software that can be used to nonintrusively record writers’ computer screen while they are composing their
texts. Screen recordings complemented Inputlog data. Keystroke loggings of
long writing sessions are difficult to interpret without additional data and
provide no information about the content of the sources used by writers. Screen
recordings allowed us to better understand and interpret the huge amount of
data in the keystroke logging, to see the moment-by-moment unfolding of the
text, and provided direct access to the sources the participant used and their
content.



Audio recording of the feedback session. All participants and workshop
facilitators were involved in a discussion about the texts in which they provided
feedback to each other and this conversation was recorded.



Drafts of the extended abstract. We kept the draft of the extended abstract
produced in each writing session.
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The combination of data sources was crucial to gain a full picture of the regulation
processes within the context. The synchronous data collection techniques
(keystroke loggings and screen capture software) provided information about the
moment-by-moment creation of the text and the resources used to that end, while
the initial questionnaire and the writing logs provided crucial insights about the
context of writing: the mental context of the individual writer (e.g. personal
objectives and fears), her assessment and perception about the process and the
product of writing and, more generally, her perception of herself as a research
writer. The audio recording of the feedback session also provided access to the
problems Natalia encountered and the rationale for some of the decisions taken, as
well as to the feedback comments.

3.3

Data collection

The data collection process took place in the first three out of eight sessions of the
writing workshop. In this section, we explain the how we collected information
about Natalia’s writing process of the first drafts of the extended abstract of the
article she wanted to write in the course. This type of text was also suitable for our
research purposes because it is a relatively long text and challenging enough for
doctoral students, so regulation processes were likely to appear. The extended
writing process and the multi-authored nature of doctoral students’ articles make it
impossible to monitor the writing process of the whole article.
Session 1. Natalia was told in advance to bring all the documents she had about
the paper she wanted to write. She had access to all these documents and any
resources she needed, including internet. Two in-class hours were allocated to
writing the text. She could ask for more time if she needed (first writing session).
Inputlog and the screen recording software were activated on her computer to
record her writing activity. Natalia completed the pre-writing log and wrote her text.
When she finished writing, she completed the post-writing log and the initial
questionnaire “Certainties and doubts”4. During this session, workshop facilitators
sat in the same room and solved technical problems with the software if needed.
Session 2. After two days, workshop participants including Natalia received a
peer’s text and were asked to read and comment it. In the second session of the
workshop (feedback session), two weeks later, peers and workshop facilitators,
discussed and commented on each participant’s text.
Session 3. Finally, Natalia revised her text with the support of the feedback
provided in the previous session (second writing session). The same procedure was
followed as in session 1. She completed the pre- and post-writing log and revised
her text while keystroke logging and screen recording software were running in her
computer.
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3.4

Data analysis

Inputlog provides various options and features of data analysis, including pause, Snotation and fluency analysis among other advanced analyses which are based on
algorithmic processing. As we wanted to conduct a qualitative and in-depth analysis
of the participant’s process and regulation episodes, these analyses were not suited
for this study. Instead, we used the general analysis, which provides a log file in a
.csv extension that we exported to Excel. In this excel document, each row contains
an input action (a keystroke, a mouse movement, a change of window) with detailed
information, including the output, position in the document, start and end time and
pause before (see Figure 1). Logs contained 17,792 input actions in Natalia’s first
session and 15,432 input actions in the second writing session.

Figure 1: Excerpt of Inputlog's general analysis output of Natalia’s first session.

Initially, to get a deeper sense of the participant’s writing process and to better
understand Inputlog’s logs, we watched the screen recordings several times in
parallel to the corresponding Inputlog logs in the Excel file. Then, the first author
of this paper coded Natalia’s writing activity in two hierarchical levels: actions and,
most importantly for this study, regulation episodes, following an emergent and
iterative coding process in seven steps. For each step, the coding was discussed by
two researchers until consensus was reached about the identification and the
definition of each category.
Step 1. Keystroke loggings were segmented into actions that the participant
conducted during writing. Actions were segmented when a change in behaviour
was identified in the keystroke logging (e.g., log changes from mouse to keyboard)
and/or in the screen recording (e.g. while moving the mouse, opens a pdf file action 1-, scrolls up and down -action 2-, and selects a paragraph of the text -action
3-). Additionally, actions were also segmented into two or more when there were
pauses longer than 3 seconds within the same action (e.g. types -action 1-, pauses
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for four seconds, types -action 2.). An action finished when the writer shifted to
another action.
Step 2. Segmented actions were emergently coded based on Natalia’s behaviour
(e.g. source shifting, pasting text or looking for a document) combining the
keystroke loggings and screen recordings data. Since the focus of the analysis is on
the Regulation Episodes, in Appendix C we provide only a non-comprehensive list
of actions for illustrative purposes.
Step 3. We grouped strings of actions addressing the same aim or challenge into
Regulation Episodes, the actions that writers implement to solve a problem ̶ a
difficulty or challenge identified during the writing process (Iñesta & Castelló, 2012;
Zanotto, Monereo, & Castelló, 2011). As it is challenge-oriented, actions are always
taken in context and, as such, the analysis not only considers writers’ behaviour, but
also the content and context of the actions and the text (e.g., a regulation episode
aimed at clarifying the aims of the study). Notably, the same type of action could
serve for different types of episodes. Instances in which there was no sign of
regulation were coded as Production Episodes.
Step 4. Production and Regulation episodes were coded for two dimensions: a)
type of episode, that is, what the writer did and aimed at in each episode; and b)
section of the text involved in each episode; that is, which part of their prospective
RA they were writing about in each episode: title, introduction, objectives, method,
results and discussion. In addition, the episodes involving two or more sections
were coded as global, while those performed in the sources were coded as source.
Frequency and duration of the types and sections of the episodes were calculated.
Step 5. All discursive data (initial questionnaire, writing logs and feedback
discussion) were gathered in a participant file and coded to identify Natalia’s
reported problems and challenges in each instrument (e.g., questions 1 and 7 in the
initial questionnaire regarding their feelings towards writing, or the questions
about the problems faced during the session in the post-writing log).
Step 6. Researchers linked the challenges and problems to the episodes
identified not only to account for the quantitative data but also and most
importantly to fully understand their goals and perceptions.
Step 7. Finally, we analysed and compared both drafts to identify the changes
introduced in the second writing session and assess whether, and to what extent,
the issues raised in the feedback session had been addressed and solved. A
qualitative assessment of the final version of each draft was conducted since texts,
in terms of the content and the changes introduced, are essential in our analysis as
they are intrinsic to the unit of analysis.
The entire analysis took the context of episodes into account; thus, all
information available of the individual writer available from outside and inside the
process was taken into account. We created charts and graphics to visualize the
writing process in each session.
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4. Results
Table 1 provides a description of all the types of Regulation Episodes that were
identified in the analysis, as well as the Production Episodes.
Table 1. Types of episodes and definition
Types of Episodes
1. PRODUCTION

Description
Linear production, where no regulation processes can be
observed.

2. REGULATION

Adjustments and changes in the activity (regulation) are

2. 1 Sources

Looking for, searching within, or reading sources (either own

2. 2 Editing

Surface-level revisions, such as correcting grammar and

observed.
texts, others’ papers, etc.).
spelling mistakes and adjusting format.
2. 2 Revision

Deep-level revisions that affect the meaning of a word,
sentence or paragraph. They involve substituting and adding
information.

2. 4 Reading

Reading the text written so far*.

2. 5 Deleting

Eliminating parts of the text (words, sentences, paragraphs)
or undoing, without any addition of information. When
writers delete and add new information, the episodes fall
into the ‘revision’ category.

2. 6 Recursive

Revising the text while it is being produced, that is,

reformulations of the

immediate and recursive revisions at the sentence being

intended text (RRIT)

written/point of inscription.

*Note: episodes were coded as reading using the screen recordings under two circumstances:
when the mouse pointer moved along the text lines in a linear way, and when the writer spent
some time slowly scrolling down the text.

A first result has to do with the emergence of a particular type of writing episode,
which we called a Production Episode (PE). Such episodes are aimed at linear text
production, without any evidence of regulation processes (see Table 1). By contrast,
we identified six different types of Regulation Episodes (RE). The first five of these
included aims such as looking for sources, editing, revising, reading the written text
or deleting some of its parts. It is worth highlighting, however, the emergence of
the final type of episode, the Recursive Reformulation of the Intended Text (RRIT).
This episode is somewhere in between production and revision episodes and is
generally aimed at producing text, although the writing process is not as fluent as
in production episodes. Rather, the writer revises at the word or sentence level
shortly after writing them, similar to what Lindgren and Sullivan (2006) called
revisions at the point of transcription or point of utterance. The difference is that
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these authors emphasize the revision behaviour, while the RRIT episode includes
both the production and the immediate and recursive revisions of such production.
This type of episode is evidence of the complexity of research writing and can only
be identified using synchronous instruments, such as keystroke logging and screen
captures.
In the following three subsections, we report the results of the analysis of
Natalia’s writing process. We provide methodological notes and comments to
highlight the utility and contribution of the methods used. First, we describe in
detail her writing process in the first writing session, the episodes identified in the
analysis, the challenges she mentioned and the relationship between challenges
and episodes. Detail of the feedback she received on her first draft is then
presented to facilitate the understanding of the process she followed in the second
session, which is presented afterwards following a similar order.

4.1

First session

Overall writing session development
Globally, a big part of the session was devoted to alternating sources and
production episodes. Production episodes were the longest type of episode and
accounted for 50% of the time (see Table 2).
Sources episodes were the most frequent and prevalent among the regulation
episodes, which resonates with the challenge Natalia mentioned about adapting
previous texts to the idea she had of this new article. Episodes of revision were quite
frequent, but short, whereas editing episodes were rare. The other types of
episodes (RRIT, reading and deleting) accounted for less than 2.3% of the session.
In relation to the text sections development, Natalia progressed quite linearly
through the various sections of a prototypical research article, with a few instances
of recursivity, identified thanks to the combination of the screen recording and
keystroke loggings.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of Natalia’s episodes in the first writing session.
The X axes represent time, whereas the Y axes represent the type of episodes (the
top half of the figure) and the sections of the text (the lower half of the figure).
Together, the two parts show what Natalia’s focus was at any given moment of the
writing session: what she did, and when she did it in the process, what preceded
and what followed. This provides crucial context to interpret episodes and Natalia’s
struggles with certain parts of the text. The same information is depicted in Figure
3, which specifically highlights recursivity in Natalia’s writing process.
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Table 2. Frequency and duration of episodes by type and section of the text in Natalia’s first
session
Duration

Types of
episodes

Sections of
the text

Mean

N

%

(h:mm:ss)

%

duration

PRODUCTION

35

38.0

50:21

50.1

1:26

REGULATION

57

62.0

50:09

49.9

0:53

Source

29

31.5

32:20

32.2

1:07

Editing

6

6.5

06:34

6.5

1:06

Revision

11

12.0

05:22

5.3

0:29

Reading

2

2.2

01:37

1.6

0:49

Deleting

7

7.6

02:05

2.1

0:18

RRIT*

2

2.2

02:11

2.2

1:06

TOTAL

92

100

1:40:30

100

1:06

Title

4

4.3

01:42

1.7

0:25

Introduction

5

5.4

05:57

5.9

1:11

Objectives

24

26.1

14:55

14.8

0:37

Method

31

33.7

41:29

41.3

1:20

Results

9

9.8

09:40

9.6

1:04

10

10.9

08:22

8.3

0:50

Discussion
Text

3

3.3

06:06

6.1

2:02

Sources

6

6.5

12:19

12.3

2:03

TOTAL

92

100

1:40:30

100

01:06

* RRIT = Recursive Reformulation of the Intended Text.

Challenges
During this first session, Natalia reported four challenges in the writing log and the
initial questionnaire: (1) finding the way to write in her own words, (2) using and
adapting previous texts of her thesis to meet the idea she had for the current article,
(3) synthesising all the information she had about the study and her thesis, and (4)
writing fluently and correctly in English. Adapting previous texts for the present
article (challenge 1) was not only a challenge and but was also the objective Natalia
reported in the writing log for the first writing session (see Appendix B).
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Figure 2: Natalia’s episodes during the first writing session. * RRIT = Recursive Reformulation
of the Intended Text.

Figure 3: Instances of higher recursivity during Natalia’s first writing session. * RRIT =
Recursive Reformulation of the Intended Text.
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Writing processes and text development: Relationship between episodes and
challenges
Only regulation episodes were linked to the challenges, as displayed in Table 3.
Even though production episodes could also be related to specific challenges, this
relationship was impossible to identify as there are no signs of struggle within these
episodes. In the description of the writing process, the names of the types of
episodes are written in italics and the sections are underlined to make the
explanation easier to follow. In brackets, we mention the number of the challenge
listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Natalia’s challenges in the first writing session and her attempts to solve them
Challenges

Source

Regulation episodes aimed at solving

Writing in her own

Questionnaire

Recursive Reformulation of Intended Text

challenges
words.

(RRIT)
Creating new text.

Adapting texts of her

Log 1

Deleting / Sources

own to the concept she

Excluding (omitting or deleting after

had of the article.

inserting) information from the sources.
Revision
Revising the text written so far.

Synthesising the

Log 1

information.

Deleting / Sources
Excluding (omitting or deleting after
inserting) information from the sources.

Writing in English*.

Log 1

Editing
Correcting spelling mistakes

*Although all her writing was in English, Natalia described this challenge in terms of writing
fluency and, especially, vocabulary and grammar.

Natalia devoted 1 hour and 42 minutes to writing a first draft, in which we identified
92 episodes. As displayed in Figure 2, Natalia started with a blank page and first
wrote the title, introduction, and objectives, using a combination of production and
sources episodes, with minor editing and revision episodes in between. She then
moved on to the method, but when she started producing text - mainly copying
what she had in the sources (as seen thanks to the screen recording) - she had to
go back to the objectives a few times to revise them, and then stayed in the
objectives, producing, deleting, and especially revising the objectives she had
previously written. This part of the session seemed to be aimed at producing text
while adapting it to the new article (challenge 2 in Table 3). This seemed particularly
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challenging in writing the objectives, because for this section she repeatedly
consulted the sources and chose which information to include and which to leave
out of the new text. Although she initially copied the ones she had in the sources,
she had to revise them afterwards to adapt them to the new text, in one of the few
instances of recursivity observed during the first session (depicted in Figure 3). In
this part of the session, the struggle between the new and former text and
objectives that Natalia described in the writing log was evident in her writing
process.
Then, around minute 37 and until 1h 25min (see Figure 2), Natalia composed the
method section of her paper by alternating production with sources episodes. The
screen recording showed that she mostly selected and transcribed parts of the
methods she had in the other texts, with minimal adaptations or changes. The only
exceptions were four deleting episodes (two when writing the method). Regulation
episodes (both sources and deleting) involved deciding what information to
include and exclude in the new paper and synthesising the information (challenge
3), as well as adapting text to the new article (challenge 2). In this part of the session,
Natalia’s intentions (especially regarding the ‘adaptation’ challenge) were not so
evident when observing her process as there were fewer revision episodes.
However, her description in the writing log helped us interpret her process.
She then moved to the discussion, skipping the results, again alternating
production with sources episodes, with a short instance of recursivity among the
discussion, the method, and the objectives (see Figure 3) to briefly revise and delete
information in these sections. Again, these episodes were aimed at adapting the
text to the new article (challenge 2).
At the end of the session, she focused on the results section, which she had
skipped earlier. This part of the session looks quite different. Instead of production
episodes, Natalia performed recursive reformulation of the intended text (RRIT)
episodes, the only two of this type in the whole session. Unlike for the other
sections, the only source Natalia had available to write the results was a diagram of
the main results of the study. She thus had to find her own words to write this
section instead of relying so much on the sources, which she said in the initial
questionnaire was a challenge for her (challenge 1). The combination of the screen
recording and the initial questionnaire were crucial to interpret this part of the
session, as we were able to observe the content of the sources and understand what
the underlying challenge was.
After the results, she briefly went back to the method section to add information
about the analysis related to the results she had just written, and then revised the
constructs and measures of the study in the results section. This was the third and
last instance of recursivity observed during Natalia’s first revision. After this
revision, she screened the text from top to bottom, making some minor editing for
typos and spelling errors (challenge 4 about writing in English), and one significant
change in the method section, where she deleted a sentence about data analysis.
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4.2

Feedback

The week after, in the feedback session, workshop participants discussed Natalia’s
text. Table 4 shows the issues raised and the connection with the challenges Natalia
mentioned in the first writing session. Although participants raised many issues,
most were connected to the challenges Natalia mentioned in her writing log and
questionnaire. They raised concerns about the unclear role of the theory used in
the study, and whether it was important or used in the analysis (challenge 7). Natalia
explained that the theory was central to her thesis, but not so much to this study
and she was struggling to distinguish this paper from other texts in her thesis
(challenge 2). This challenge was connected to the need to clarify the focus of the
paper and reduce the number of objectives (challenge 6). Natalia’s peers also
suggested making her authorial voice stronger (challenge 5), by writing in her own
words (challenge 1) and also reducing the method section, especially the
description of the instrument (challenge 8), which, in turn, was connected to the
challenge of synthesising the information that Natalia mentioned in the writing logs
(challenge 3). She admitted being aware that this section was too long, but said she
focused on that because she had a clearer picture of the method than the rest of
the paper. Since the aim of the study was not clear yet, neither was the gap, which
was missing from the text (challenge 10). Natalia’s peers also asked her to provide a
clear justification of the context and participants of the study (challenge 11) and
more information about the analysis conducted and the software used (challenge
13).
Finally, participants also raised a few comments regarding formal aspects: the
need to revise the spelling and grammar (challenge 9), which was connected to
Natalia’s challenge of writing in English (challenge 4) and the lack of citations to
support the statements (challenge 12), especially in the introduction.
Table 4. Relationship between challenges mentioned by Natalia and the feedback comments
Challenges

Feedback comments

(1) Writing in her own words.

Making author’s voice stronger in the text, especially
by reducing method section.

(2) Adapting texts of her own to

Too many objectives, lack of clear focus.

the concept she had of the

Clarifying the role theory plays in the study.

article.
(3) Synthesising the information.

Reducing the description of the instrument.

(4) Writing in English.

Correcting spelling and grammar mistakes.

No mention

Lack of gap in the literature.

No mention

Justifying the selection of the context and
participants.

No mention

Lack of necessary citations.

No mention

Providing more information about the analysis.
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4.3

Second session

Overall writing session development
In the second writing session, Natalia aimed at revising the text to apply
modifications and improve text coherence and cohesion. The session lasted one
hour and one minute. It contained 47 episodes and presents a very different
distribution of episodes types than the first one (see Figures 4 and 5). The writing
process was still quite linear with respect to the sections, although Natalia paid far
more attention to the global level. She proceeded by solving the feedback
comments one by one. Globally, Regulation episodes were more prevalent in this
second session than in the previous one (see Table 5), especially those of reading,
editing and revision.
Table 5. Frequency and duration of episodes by type and section of the text in Natalia’s second
session.
Duration

Types of
episodes

Sections of
the text

Mean

N

%

(h:mm:ss)

%

duration

PRODUCTION

5

10.6

08:28

14.9

1:42

REGULATION

42

89.4

48:17

85.1

1:09

Source

3

6.4

05:27

9.6

1:49

Editing

3

6.4

11:49

20.8

3:56

Revision

15

31.9

10:36

18.7

0:42

Reading

8

17.0

12:06

21.3

1:31

Deleting

11

23.4

03:36

6.3

0:20

RRIT*

2

4.3

04:43

8.3

2:22

TOTAL

47

100

56:45

100

1:12

Title

2

4.3

00:21

0.6

0:11

Introduction

9

19.1

09:15

16.3

1:02

Objectives

7

14.9

04:46

8.4

0:41

Method

17

36.2

10:32

18.6

0:37

Results

2

4.3

00:45

1.3

0:23

Discussion

3

6.4

02:36

4.6

0:52

Text

4

8.5

23:03

40.6

5:46

Sources

3

6.4

05:27

9.6

1:49

TOTAL

47

100

56:45

100

1:12

*RRIT = Recursive Reformulation of the Intended Text.
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Natalia again spent most of her time on the method section, but episodes in this
section were now devoted to reading (n = 6), revising (n = 4) and deleting (n = 4)
information instead of sources and production.

Challenges
For this second session, Natalia reported again that synthesising the information
and writing fluently in English were major challenges, and that she aimed at
addressing the comments provided by her peers and workshop facilitators (the
complete list of challenges is depicted in Table 6).

Writing processes and text development: Relationship between episodes and
challenges.
As depicted in Figure 4, at the beginning of the session, like in the first one, Natalia
spent some time in the sources and then started switching between the
introduction and the global level mostly to revise her paper, especially focusing on
the description and role of the theory (challenge 2 and 7) and the lack of citations
(challenge 12). She then revised the text to delete synonyms (challenge 4). During
this part of the session, we observed two instances of recursivity among the title,
introduction and global level (see Figure 5). These instances were brief and involved
different types of episodes. Around minute 20, Natalia moved to the objectives and
the method. Revision and deleting episodes were alternated frequently, first to
reduce the number and scope of the objectives (challenge 2 and 6) and later to
synthesise the information about the instrument (challenge 3 and 8). She then
performed two episodes of RRIT, aimed at adapting the method to this new article
(challenge 2) and including information about the data analysis (challenge 13). After
that, she spent a couple of minutes producing text to provide some information
about the theory in the discussion (challenge 2 and 7). During the last 20 minutes,
Natalia worked at the global level again, as she went through the text from start to
end looking for and correcting spelling and grammar errors (challenge 4 and 9), and
then reading the whole text again without changing anything.
Natalia’s draft was 940 words long, 122 words shorter than the first draft. Text
analysis showed that she extended and revised the introduction to provide
information and citations about the role of the theory, justify the study and define
the gap of the study. These revisions improved the first part of the text, where she
made some general claims about the topic and the theory and the (reduced and
revised) objectives, which clarified the focus of the paper. The synthesis and
revision of the instrument and procedure provided clarity to the method and made
Natalia’s authorial voice stronger. Voice was also introduced using the pronoun
‘we’5.
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Figure 4: Natalia’s episodes during the second writing session. * RRIT = Recursive
Reformulation of the Intended Text.

Figure 5: Instances of higher recursivity during Natalia’s second writing session. * RRIT =
Recursive Reformulation of the Intended Text.
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That said, the text analysis revealed that Natalia’s voice was still missing with regard
to the dialogue with other authors, both in the introduction and the discussion, with
the latter only reflecting about the contribution of the study and the theory. Despite
her efforts, the role of the theory was still unclear due to lack of connection with
the method and results.
Overall, during this session, each episode addressed one issue raised in the
feedback session, especially those related to the challenges she mentioned in the
first session. New issues raised by Natalia’s peers, such as the lack of a clear research
gap and citations received less attention, and very few episodes aimed at further
developing or revising other aspects of the text. As we can see in Table 6, the variety
of attempted solutions and the type of episodes linked to each problem were
higher than in the first session, especially in relation to the adaptation of the text
(challenge 2). Moreover, in this session revision and deleting episodes were aimed
at solving not just one but various challenges.

5. Discussion
In this study, we explored the writing regulation processes of Natalia using an
innovative and ecological methodology. The methodology combined synchronous
(screen recordings and keystroke loggings) and asynchronous instruments (writing
logs, questionnaire and texts) to collect data about Natalia’s writing process and
products, and about her actions and perceptions. All data were analysed together
and in context. We argue that this approach provides a much deeper understanding
of the complex writing processes involved in research and doctoral writing
(Castelló, et al., 2013; Chang & Schleppegrell, 2016; Cotterall, 2013) and helps us
unpick why, when, and how writing challenges are addressed and, in some cases,
solved.
The analysis provided evidence of regulation taking place at all the textual levels
and throughout the writing session (Ferrari, et al., 1998; Hadwin & Oshige, 2011; van
den Bergh, et al., 2016) and we were able to connect these processes to the writer’s
aims and perceived challenges. In the first writing session, the triangulation of the
observation of Natalia’s writing processes and her perceptions allowed us to
understand that the identified pattern of production-source-production was aimed
at producing a rough first draft of the text based on the sources. The analysis
showed that she regulated her writing process to adapt the text, especially by
selecting information and modifying the objectives of her paper. Her activity in this
first session was frequently aimed at knowledge telling (Baaijen & Galbraith, 2018;
Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Lonka, et al., 2014), with fewer instances aimed at
knowledge transforming. Moreover, the analysis of the moment-by-moment
creation of the text (done by combining screen recording and keystroke loggings)
allowed us to identify several instances of recursivity, in which Natalia diverted from
the linear production of her text, and to explore whether they were merely a shift
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Table 6. Natalia’s challenges in the second writing session and her attempts to solve them
Challenges

Source

Regulation episodes aimed at solving the

Writing in her own

Questionnai

Deleting

words.

re &

Reducing description of the instrument.

Feedback

Revision

challenges

Including first-person pronouns.
Adding connectors to organize paragraphs.
Adapting texts of her

Log 1 &

Deleting

own to the concept

Feedback

Reducing the number of objectives.

she had of the article.

Revision
Revising some of the existing objectives.
Adding the name of the theory in the title.
Recursive Reformulation of Intended Text (RRIT)
Rewriting the measures used in the study.
Production
Adding information about the theory
(contribution and relevant authors).

Synthesising the

Log 1 & 2 &

Deleting

information.

Feedback

Deleting information about the instruments and
the data collection procedure.

Writing in English.

Log 1 & 2 &

Editing

Feedback

Proofreading the text.
Revision
Revising the use of synonyms.

(10) Lack of clear gap.

Feedback

Production
Adding a sentence about the lack of literature on
the topic.

(11) Justifying the

Feedback

Revision

selection of the

Moving the implications to the introduction to

context and

serving as a justification of the context.

participants.

Adding information about the reasons for the
selection.

(12) Lack of necessary

Feedback

citations.
Providing more
information about the

Revision
Adding citations in the introduction.

Feedback

Recursive Reformulation of Intended Text
Adding information about the analysis.

analysis.

of focus or were episodes related to a more global representation of the text (e.g.,
writing the results triggered the need to add information in the method). The fact
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that these instances mostly involved the objectives is also proof that Natalia’s
biggest challenge in this session was adapting previous texts to the new article.
The analysis also shed light on different patterns and processes between writing
sessions. Data about the feedback together with Natalia’s processes revealed a shift
in her aims, which in turn implied changes in her regulation processes. Results
showed that, in the second session, Natalia focused on addressing the feedback
comments, rather than producing new text, as very few episodes were not directly
related to the feedback. Thus, her writing regulation processes were aimed at
specific objectives (e.g. feedback comments), in contrast to the ones she mentioned
in the first session (e.g. adapting the new text). As a result, her regulation episodes
were more easily traced and connected to the challenges she was addressing.
This effort to connect Natalia’s writing behaviour to its focus revealed that in the
second session, she regulated more and in a more flexible way compared to the
first session. In contrast to the first session, in the second writing session the same
type of episode (e.g. deleting) served to solve different challenges, and different
types of episodes were aimed at solving one challenge. Interestingly, however, in
this session we did not identify more instances of recursivity than in the first
session, a characteristic that has been widely associated with regulation (Castelló,
et al., 2013; Lonka, et al., 2014). These results indicate that recursivity might not
exclusively be seen as changes among different parts of the text, but also as shifts
among a diversity of writing regulation processes, such as production, revision and
reading.
In sum, the design of this study focused on contrasting and complementing the
observation of the student’s processes and activities with the outcomes and, more
importantly, with her perceptions about the challenges she faced. Accessing the
writer’s personal goals, rather than only the general goals connected to the
characteristics and instructions of the task, as well as her anticipated and
experienced challenges, was crucial to understanding her writing processes. This
information not only helped us interpret the keystroke loggings and overcome the
most common limitations of this method (Baaijen & Galbraith, 2018; Miller,
Lindgren, & Sullivan, 2008); most importantly, it guided the interpretation of the
episodes identified and the connections between the episodes, as well as the
understanding of the process as a whole and the writer’s strengths and weaknesses.
We were able to analyse Natalia’s processes not by looking at quantitative
measures, such as fluency or pause durations, but by exploring and understanding
the regulation processes in the context of the challenges that she faced. Moreover,
using the Regulation Episode (Iñesta & Castelló, 2012) as the unit of analysis allowed
us to understand the evolution of the processes in relation to specific challenges
and their attempted solutions, and to understand the relationships between
episodes and their distribution through the session. This is particularly important
as regulation is mainly a problem-solving process (Flower & Hayes, 1981; Hadwin &
Oshige, 2011). In this sense, the method was useful to understand writing processes
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oriented by broad objectives, such as those formulated by Natalia in the first
session, as well as by the specific objectives guiding Natalia’s second writing
session.
However, while we always triangulated the observations with the participant’s
perceptions, it must be acknowledged that the relationship between challenges and
processes was established by the researchers. Future studies could explore these
issues and use the methodology presented here, in addition to stimulated recall
interviews or retrospective think-aloud protocols, to gather more information
about this relationship and participants’ awareness of the decisions they made
during the writing process.
Our study is a first attempt to explore doctoral students’ writing regulation
processes at a micro- and macro- level in ecological and authentic settings using
synchronous and asynchronous data collection instruments. These methods and
the analysis conducted, although laborious, showed how these processes can vary
between and within writing sessions and could also be used to explore common
patterns and variation among individuals in future studies. The method is designed
to capture the unique and situated writing regulation processes. However, this indepth analysis of individual variation could also guide the identification of common
patterns across writers and texts. The evidence of complex relationships between
regulation processes, the evolution of drafts, feedback, and the writer’s own
challenges and aims can contribute to our understanding of complex writing
situations, such as research writing, in ecological conditions.
Aside from theoretical and methodological implications, this study also may
have pedagogical implications. The analysis revealed that feedback prompted
changes in the writer’s regulation processes, promoted a problem-solving
approach and more flexible and frequent uses of regulation processes. This
suggests that feedback can trigger changes not only in the text, as proposed by
previous studies (Aitchison, et al., 2012; Castelló, et al., 2013), but also in writers’
regulation processes (Cotos, et al., 2020; Negretti & Mežec, 2019). Writing
instructors and doctoral supervisors might want to consider providing feedback at
early stages of the writing process to stimulate students to better regulate their
writing processes and improve their texts.

Notes
1.
2.
3.

4.

For a more detailed description of the workshop, see Castelló et al. (2013).
Participant is referred to by a pseudonym.
The information the participant provided in this instrument is presented here
as it allows as to provide a much richer description of Natalia in regards to their
approach to the writing task. The questionnaire was also used to identify
challenges faced when writing research texts.
To facilitate the dynamics of the session, we asked the participant to respond
the questionnaire after she finished to write their text, so the instructions of
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5.

the writing task and the use of the data collection tools would be done for all
workshop participants at the same time right before starting to write. In this
way participants could devote as much time as they needed to write the text
and responding to the questionnaire without interruptions or delay in the
instructions.
It must be noticed that, although she was the sole author of the extended
abstracts, she was planning to write the RA the extended abstract referred to
with her doctoral supervisor, hence the plural pronoun.
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Appendix A: Writing articles: certainties and uncertainties
Think about the key aspects in the way you face research writing, the certainties you
have and the uncertainties that disturb you. The following questions can help you
think about how you write. We ask you to reflect on all the questions but feel free
to add anything else you deem appropriate.
1. Do you like writing? Is it easy and satisfactory for you or, on the contrary, it is a
problem that often you don’t know how to solve? Does this also happen when
you write articles? Is writing a research article different from writing other texts?
Why?
2. How do you see yourself as a writer? Try to define yourself with a metaphor.
3. If you had to use a metaphor to define what writing a research article is, what
would you say?
4. What are the characteristics of a research article? What type of text does it
resemble? Why?
5. What would you say are the characteristics of a good research articles writer?
6. What you written any research article? How did it go?
7. How do you feel when writing an article? What are the most frequent feelings?
8. What role writing plays in your research?
9. Do you see yourself as a research author? Why?
10. What are your motivations to write this article?
11. What are your expectations regarding this workshop?
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Appendix B: Writing log
Before starting:
• I hope the writing session will go/be…
• My objectives are…
• I will probably face problems in relation to…
After the session ended:
• The session went/was… (please explain briefly the process you followed)
• While I was writing, I felt…
because…
• I face the following problems:
1.
2.
3.
...
•

To solve them I had to… (or I didn’t solve them)
1.
2.
3.
...

•

I used the following resources (e.g. articles, websites, mail…)
1.
2.
3.
...

•
•

And I used them to…
Now I feel (satisfied/unsatisfied/nervous/happy…) with the result, because…
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Appendix C: List of observable actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changing text format
Closing document
Copying from the source
Copying from the text (keyboard shortcuts or clicks)
Deleting at the point of utterance
Deleting away from the point of utterance
Navigating computer folders
Opening document
Pasting at the point of utterance
Pasting away from the point of utterance
Pausing
Reading the source
Reading the text
Replacing text at the point of utterance
Replacing text away from the point of utterance
Scrolling up and/or down the source
Scrolling up and/or down the text
Shifting between sources
Typing at the point of utterance
Typing away from the point of utterance
Undoing
Using web browser

